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About This Game

Comrades! Brothers and sisters!

In this significant day I want to tell all workers of the world, that our expectations have come true and as The Great Revolution was
a perfect Party’s creation so a proletarian game Crisis in Kremlin is an outstanding achievement of this great organization! Because
now completely every person, even a cook, can rule the state! And this is our merit, comrades, because only we bring protection and
prosperity and we must overtake the rotting West. And so every person must as soon as possible master this skill by opening Crisis in

Kremlin and bring the started to an end – to the 5-year plan of new millennium!
In the game every comrade will have to solve important political and economic, but historically accurate, interesting and exciting

questions and tasks. On your decisions it will depend, what the USSR will be by the end of the year 1991 (and even a bit further) –
empty words, which everybody interpret in dark colors, a superpower or the new pillar of democracy, though you can try any other

political mechanic, you like.
However,don’t forget that we are watching you closely and honestly hope that you will not betray your labor Motherland!

The Actual Game

Crisis in the Kremlin is a game set in the Perestroyka era, where you are set to reign over the Soviet Union during this
harsh period and lead it to a bright future by anyway you like!

Do you think democracy and the free market are salvation? Or maybe Democratic Socialism? Maybe Christian Conservatism?
Utopian Communism? Or, perhaps dictatorships and deification are the way to go! All possibilites are open!
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Here you can

- Start Perestroyka and survive through it
- Demolish the Soviet Union or build a full-automation state

- Rule the Council of Ministers
- Control the State Planning Committee

- Commit diplomatic actions
-Intervene in international affairs

- Repress, reform, proclaim, interfere, delcare, destroy and build...
Will you influence the dark future ahead?

All the world is waiting for you, comrade!
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Title: Crisis in the Kremlin
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Kremlingames
Publisher:
Kremlingames
Release Date: 20 Mar, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2+ (64-bit), Windows 7 SP1+ (32-bit, 64-bit)

Processor: SSE2 instruction set support

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DX9 (shader model 3.0) or DX11 with feature level 9.3 capabilities

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,Russian
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My all-time favorite puzzle game made even better with more puzzles, missions, modes, some skins that, I think, weren't in the
original on PSP, and an online leaderboard for those that are feeling competitive. Definitely worth the full price if you're either
a fan of the series or puzzle genre.

(Roundabout best song/skin). It's bad. I mean, sure it's EA, but for being out 5 months and still having these issues? I mean, it's
baaaaaad.
I'll check back when these issues are more ironed out. Right now it feels like a great game concept with poor execution. I
walked in one building that had double doors in some areas, and others were just one regular door. I don't mean two doors side-
by-side, I mean two doors literally occupying the same space. Some were even off their expected spawn, blocking the doorway
entirely even when opened.
I walked over a can and took damage. I walked up stairs and lost control of my character entirely, no inventory or weapon wheel
or anything. Play as a zombie mode was worse, with invisible torsos shooting guns or swinging knives. Even with max view
distance, the game won't render them unless you get say 20 yards from them. I died with 200 HP and that's a game over even
though I still had enough HP to stay alive. I didn't do much combat in sandbox mode for wanting to play it smart, but what little
I did was rough. There's no real feel that you're fighting. HP and whatnot are so far in the corner and so small that you can't see
the bars unless you avert your eyes from combat.
How the reviews are mostly positive with this bug-fest, I haven't the foggiest. Again, great concept. Like, I'd love to see this
done correctly. But as-is, in its current state, I can't see anyone playing this game to fruition. Reading the reviews, some have,
and bless them for their patience.. Its a must to get this dlc you get Forest warrior who very tantalizing. I kind wish they had
expansion pack that had you kept your elven friend alive option. Takate is lot more helpful in fighting though.. only plays in
windowed mode.. Quaint little game~
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Total cash grab. Could have been a great game, fishing with friends online would have been awesome. You can't go two seconds
without some sort of popup telling you to buy premium. Not only that but the fishing, although it has some accuracy, is for the
most part arcade style and brainless. Put on the right bait and cast, and you catch the fish. Simple as that.. this game is sh#% i
played for a few minutes and quickly realized it was worth nothing. This game needs more LOVE.
Joke aside, this game is more of what LOVE had to offer, including new games modes.

If you liked LOVE (that I have reviewed in more detail than I am currently doing with kuso), you should like this and vice-
versa.

edit: fixed countless typos\/errors. Refuses to install into my game. Apparently I paid for nothing.. This mod would be so much
better if it didn't have a loco for every car that you have in your consist.. I have PTSD now. Shocked this game isn't more
popular. Fantastic experience so far. Story is reasonably engaging, production value equals a typical console title, and the
gunplay and core mechanics are fantastic. I've only played solo so far and it's already a blast. Can't wait to try it with friends.. I
have mixed feelings about this title.

On one hand, it's got your standard D&D style story and it feels very rewarding when you have the right item for a given
situation or when you win a round of combat.

On the other... Losing 20 consecutive dice rolls is NOT cool. (I'm talking to you, Ape Man).

It's cheap and shallow with almost no strategy involed, but opened my eyes to the existence of gamebooks (I was born in 1991).
I cannot say I regret the purchase at full price. Just don't expect it to blow your mind and appreciate it for the cultural value.. So,
I bought this game for the Trading Cards and to up my game total... It is somewhat simple, and the pictures aren't as graphic as
one might fear. And the game itself is... amusing. Carving out portions of a hidden picture while trying not to be hit by sea
creatures (or their shot balls of lights) is an interesting concept (I'm sure there is some game out there that this is based on, but
I've never seen it). If you manage to get those sea creatures in one of your cuts (without it touching you or the line) you can
remove it. Small power-ups can also be gained by cutting them out, such as a speed one, a ghost one, and one that allows you to
freeze the sea creatures.

Rather enjoyable, especially for the price of $2.. Summary:
Cute singleplayer game. Can not recommend for multiplayer \/ parties, which I bought it for.

Pros:
+ Looks silly
+ Funny sound effects
+ Intuitive controls (in VR)

Cons:
- Multiplayer gameplay is clunky
- UI seems unfinished
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